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Hypothesis:

That a fully fledged cluster programme,
provides the most cost-effective means of
comprehensively supporting the manufacturing
sector at a provincial context

Background to the WC Cluster Programme

The framing objectives
Approach

Objectives

Focus on tradable sectors and
intervene to reduce market
failure

To reduce
unemployment by 2%
a year

Change industry trajectory
To create an enabling
environment to
maximise growth and
job creation

Strategic
objectives

Improve competitiveness
Sector wide responsiveness to
changing market conditions

To provide overall
strategic leadership to
key sectors of the
economy

Opportunity identification

DED&T’s objectives are to reduce unemployment through creating enabling conditions and
providing a leadership role to key sectors

History of the Cluster Programme in the Western Cape
8 Clusters launched (19982003), inc. Film, bio-tech,
clothing, oil and gas, craft,
boat-building, rooibos, BPO

DTI’s cluster
roadshows (1996)

Further 6 clusters
launched, inc. Fashion,
Furniture, GreenCape,
Music, creatives.

2012: Strategic
focus - portfolio
reduced to 12
clusters
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Inception (1996 -1998)

First cluster
launched (1998)
(Cape IT initiative)

Roll-out (1998-2003)

Growth (2004-11)

Focus on quick wins,
and most responsive
sectors, Evaluation
based on output
analysis

2004: Micro-Economic
Development Strategy
provides sound
evidence-based
framework for sector
choice

Consolidation

Increasing
focus on
outcomes

WC Manufacturing SPVs
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Focus sectors for economic development: High
multipliers
2nd Leg: Employment
Supporting Sectors

1st leg: Key Propulsive Sectors
• Oil, Gas and Marine

Complex
• Green Economy

• Agri- Aqua and food

processing
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• Creative and DesignFocus heading

• Tourism and Film
• BPO, Financial Services and

sectors

Industries
• Clothing, Textiles & Fashion

ICT
Focused on reducing unemployment, through facilitating 400,000 new
direct jobs: Further multiplier effects of 2.5

SPV key facts
Background

• R300m since 1996
• Total – Further R270m
leveraged
• 60% from government/ 40%
outside
• 120 staff across the SPVs.
• 25 within DEDAT
• 5000 member companies
represented
• All 4 universities involved

Nature of SPVs
• Average 10 staff per SPV, but
range from 2 up to 30 employees.
• Not-for profit companies
• Public/ private sector funded
• Open membership to all firms and
actors within the cluster
• Representative boards (majority
industry + reps from academic &
research institutions / government).
• Directors appointed on an annual
basis through open-AGM process
• Directors positions are nonremunerative
• CEOs – industry specialists
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Interventions implemented by the SPVs from
2000 – 2014

10 functions of the manufacturing SPVs
1

Networking,
Knowledge sharing &
social capital dev.

7

5

Infra-structure
development

Export promotion and
development

2

8
Firm-level
Benchmarking

Debottlenecking
Goals of cluster
New section
initiatives heading
9

3
Firm level upgrading
4

Innovation
10

6
Skills Development

Investment attraction

Transformation

“SPVs provide the framework to deliver targeted programmes to firms
within an industry sector”

Key Functions by SPV
Cluster

Upgrading

Skills

Furniture

√

√

√

Oil and gas

√

Metals and
engineering

√

Boat
building

√

√

Green
economy

√

√

Food
processing

√

√

Craft

√

√

√

Clothing
and textile

√

√

√

Fashion

√

√

√

√
√

√

Infrastructure

Trade
promotion

Transformation

Investment
promotion

Unblocking

Innovation

Green

Benchmarking

√
√

√

√

√

√
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√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√

Export
development

√

√

√

√

√
√

Clustering, networking and knowledge sharing
(10/10 ; SPVs running programme out of total)
Interventions
• Clustering with intent. Development of representative boards, and agreed
and aligned strategies
•
•
•

NB in ensuring that the industry talks with one voice.
Common purpose in tackling common challenges and opportunities
Brings them into direct contact with government to rapidly respond to issues.

• Networking events - AGM’s, regular info-sharing events, launches.
•
•
•
•
•

Assists in building stronger social capital. Builds trust between players, with improved cooperation and potential for collaboration.
Gives a sense of belonging where manufacturing can be a tough and lonely business
Assists in co-operation between firms, government and academia
Important in opening up mindset of industry leadership
Improved responsiveness of firms to changing market conditions

• Knowledge sharing – Databases, market info, expert speakers, factory tours,
university co-operation, case studies, industry surveys.
•
•
•

Helps to focus attention on the key constraints and opportunities facing the sector
Assists in understanding the practical application of best-practice in the workplace
Helps firms to be more responsive to opportunities

Benchmarking (5/10)
(Clotex, CCTC, Food, Auto’s, Tooling)
Interventions
• Benchmarking critical to understanding competitiveness of firms against
domestic and international cohorts.
•
•
•
•

Provides overall perspective on the sector, and provides a basis for policy and strategy
Allows understnading of the competitive position of each firm, and ability to target key
areas of under-performance
Provides firms with key targets and measures for improvement
Provides the basis for developing a strong value-proposition
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• Has provided the basis for interventions in the clothing and textile
sectors, with CCTC offering deep quarterly benchmarks, while Clotex
offers a benchmarking “light” methodology.
•
•
•

50 large firms have been benchmarked through the CCTC, representing more than 12,000
employees.
Clotex has benchmarked 200 CMT’s through the Accione benchmarks
Tooling and metals and engineering have benchmarked more than 80 firms

Benchmarking - Cont.
Lessons from benchmarking interventions.
• Must get buy-in from CEO’s
• Need to ensure high degree of experience and skills from the
consultants.
• The auto-sectors has traditionally provided a significant source of WCM/
Lean consultants.
• The use of consultants working across several companies has been
extremely beneficial in spreading the implementation lessons.

Upgrading (6/10)
(C&T, Auto’s, Tooling, and M&E, fashion and craft)
Interventions
• Specific programmes where Continuous improvement/ WCM or productivity
experts are assigned to firms.
• Goes hand in glove with benchmarking.
• Eg. Raised R36m under the CIP for clothing and fashion interventions across
40 firms over a 3 year period.
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Lessons
• The longer the programme, the more chance that WCM/ Lean principles
get embedded in the firm
• Need to get full co-operation and buy-in from the CEO
• Need to keep the foot on the upgrading peddle.
• Importance of study tours and factory visits – sharing of results of
interventions

Skills (8/10)
(Furniture, oil and gas, tooling, boat-building, green Economy, craft, clothing
and textiles, fashion).
Internventions
• Development of comprehensive skills strategies
• Development of new programmes and curricula (Boat-building course)
• Building of new institutions (Northlink tooling centre, Westlake Boat-building
academy, CPUT renewable energy training centre)
• Management of skills programmes for learners (TDM-powered – 80 students;
Oil and gas artisanal skills – 500; Furniture course – 40 artisans)
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Lessons:
• Takes a long time to get programmes accredited from scratch (2-4 years)
• Important to establish specialised skills committees
• Very resource-intensive from a co-ordination/ management perspective

Trade promotion (4/10)
(Oil and gas, boat-building, craft and fashion)
The promotion , marketing and building of the brand of the sector as a whole
at events, international pavilions and trade shows.
Interventions
• Development of a clear position for the region in terms of international
competitors – eg. South Africa’s role as a rig repair and servicing hub for the
east and west coast oil industry.
• Developing promotional material, newsletters, databases and publications.
• Promoting the sector at international and domestic events.
• Advertise in relevant industry publications – target journalists
(eg. Offshore Technology Conference; Miami boat show; Fashion showcase
at the Design Indaba - R2m in advertising exposure).
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Lessons
• Need to develop a long-term strategy that is consistent. Not in and out.
• Very resource intensive. Need cushion if dependent on national funding
• Need to plan long in advance.

Firm-level export development (5/10)
(Furniture, boat-building, food processing, craft, fashion)
Interventions
• Run targeted export-development programmes for potential and
existing exporters
• Run specific workshops/ invite guest speakers to present on aspects of
export-development
• Run country-specific trade missions with selected firms
(eg – Furniture-led Angolan trip – R7m in orders); Food - ?? Dingaan
Lessons
• Micro and small firms generally do not have the capacity for export,
and may be detrimental to the sustainability of the company, as well as
the reputation of the country.
• Rather focus on medium to larger firms that have the capability to
scale-up sufficiently.
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Investment promotion (2/10)
(oil and gas; green economy).
Both oil and gas, as well as the green economy have shown success in
targeting international investment. They provide a facilitation service, as
well as targeting key investments. This requires considerable resources,
deep knowledge of the market, and serious gravitas on the side of the
CEO to present a convincing case.
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No of projects

SAOGA
GreenCape

Value of
investment

Infra-structure development (4/10)
(Oil and gas, boat-building, green economy, craft).
Key projects include:
• The Saldanha IDZ, focused on oil and gas (Designated Oct 2013).
• Atlantis IDZ focused on green manufacturing (Feasibility underway)
• Boat-building launching basin (Ran for 18m – rental too high by TNPA);
• A-berth dedicated oil and gas repair facility (R100m invested and operational);
• Atlantis Green economy incubator (Started 2013).
• The Fablab incubator
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Lessons
• Important to get the soft infra-structure and networks in place first.
• Take significant resources by the SPV, so need to ensure that the organisational
foundations are mature and strong.
• Approvals – particularly when dealing with national government and parastatals can
cripple projects (UAL deal in Saldanha)
• The bigger the opportunity, the higher the level of patronage linked players that
emerge.

Debottlenecking (4/10)
(oil and gas, boat-building, green economy and clothing and textiles)
The SPVs play a significant role in takling challenges confronting industry.
Examples:
• Establishing a duty-free zone for big oil and gas projects
• Resolving maritime safety constraints holding back the boat-building
sector
• Impacting on the levels of local content holding back the renewable
energy sector
• For Solar hearing industry – getting component testing accepted by
SABS rather than full-system testing
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Transformation (3/10)
(Boat-building, tooling and clothing and textiles)
While only 3 SPV’s run specific programmes to assist transformation, most
programmes actively encourage participation by black firms. Many SPVs also
provide information on the BBBEE codes.

Examples:
• The boat-building black supplier development programme
• The tooling transformation programme to assist 3 white-owned firms to
transform their ownership
• CCTC’s programme to subsidise black-owned players to enter the
benchmarking and upgrading programme
Lessons:
• Generally poor returns in that firms don’t fully value the support provided.
• Better outcomes by encouraging greater participation in existing
programmes.
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Innovation (4/10)
(Furniture, green economy, craft, fashion)
Examples:
• The furniture innovation awards
• The Craft Fablab to assist designs in rapid prototyping
• CCDI’s Specific product-upgrading workshops
• The 110% Green Initiative being run through GreenCape
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Lessons:
• Innovation is a difficult concept to actively run as a programme.
• Many activities of the cluster initiative contribute to a more innovative
approach.

Green-interventions (3/10)
(Furniture, Craft, green economy)
Examples:
• CCTC’s waste-minimisation programme – R12m in savings in one year
• Green Economy – running the Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis Project
(WISP), to optimise the outputs currently being wasted.
• CCDI’s waste bank for crafters.
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Lessons
• The clusters are in a position to run quick-win programmes to capture
savings in energy, waste and water.

Value-chain alignment
(Clothing and textiles; Tooling)
Ensuring closer co-operation along elements of the supply chain,
particularly with the retailers. Highly successful programmes run in clothing
and textiles by the CCTC. Currently running benchmarking and VC linkage
programmes under Unido to tie into the recapitalisation programmes.
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Lessons:
• Need to have a clear and strong value proposition. Eg. C&T brought to
the fore a new model around quick response.
• Benchmarking data assists in developing the value-proposition.
• Can take years to build up trust between elements of the value chain,
and particularly where highly unequal power relationships exist, such as
between the retailers and suppliers
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Impact of the interventions, and lessons

Impact: Changing the trajectory of industry in the WC!
High level figures: For R300m since 2006…
• Shifted trajectories in a number of key sectors: Oil and Gas, Clothing
and textiles, Craft, boat-building.
• Have more than 5000 members, representing employment of more than
100,000 exc. multiplier effect.
• Trained up 1000 per year
• Leveraged a further R270m into key sectoral projects
• Attracted R3,5b in fixed investment into Oil and Gas, boat-building
building, and clothing.
• Supported more than 500 companies per year with upgrading
programmes.
• Attract more than R4billion in oil and gas orders per year.
• Spend 500 days a year in advocacy, lobbying and regulatory issues
• Deal with 10,000 enquiries per year
• Directly influenced national industrial policy, with O&G, clothing, boatbuilding, being recognised as a result of WC activity
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Lessons from the SPV programme
• Economic development is a tough, slow process.
• Building trust happens over a sustained period. Is not built on a meeting
or two. Often over years.
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• Need specialists in sectors in order to build confidence and gain trust of
industry players.
• Programmes should have long time periods, but with clear short and
mid-term targets. 5 – 20 years. Europe - 10 years.
• Consistency is key!
• New broom syndrome a huge challenge.

Lessons 2
• Clusters vs sectors. Semantics? Ensure a focus on the target firms. Allow
organic growth of the cluster. Understand your sectors.
• Innovation – tough!! Perhaps the next step?
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• Role of national government – more tailored programme of support.
Beware one size fits all.
• Big mega-projects – tread very carefully. Build the networks first.

Thank you

